School of Architecture Home

This is the home of the School of Architecture space. Below is a list of wikis related to the School of Architecture.

- School of Architecture (you are here)
- School of Architecture Faculty Resources
- School of Architecture Digital Technologies
- School of Architecture Build Lab

Trouble Accessing the Wiki?

Unable to Login

Your account might be deactivated. Accounts that have not logged in to wikis.utexas.edu are disabled after 120 days. Account holders can have their accounts enabled by contacting the UT Service Desk by opening a ticket (help@wikis.utexas.edu) or by calling 512-475-9400. Calling is usually the quickest way to reactivate an account, as it can be done over the phone.

Unable to See Certain Pages

Your UT Wiki account may still be new and not yet added to internal permission groups. Contact trig@utexas.edu for access.